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Introduction 

Meta-analysis provides a quantitative approach to summarise the rich functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)              
literature. When image data is available for each study, the optimal approach is to perform an Image-Based                 
Meta-Analysis (IBMA) [1]. A number of IBMA approaches have been proposed including combination of standardised               
statistics (Z's), just effect estimates (E's) or both effect estimates and their standard errors (SE's). While using both E’s &                    
SE’s and estimating between-study variance should be optimal, the methods are not guaranteed to work for small number                  
of studies. Also, often only standardised estimates are shared, reducing the possible meta-analytic approaches. Finally,               
because the BOLD signal is non-quantitative care has to be taken in order to insure that E's are expressed in the same                      
units [2,3], especially when combining data from different software packages. Given the growing interest in data sharing in                  
the neuroimaging community there is a need to identify what is the minimal data to be shared in order to allow for future                       
IBMAs. Here, we investigate the validity of 8 IBMA approaches. 

Methods 

We studied 8 IBMA methods: Random-effects (RFX) General Linear Model (GLM), contrast permutations (Perm. E) [4],                
mixed-effects GLM (MFX) [5], fixed-effects GLM (FFX), Fisher's [6], Stouffer's [7] and weighted Z [8] approaches,                
Permutations on Z's (Perm. Z). All methods are either approximate in small samples or rely on assumptions that might not                    
be verified in the context of neuroimaging meta-analyses (Table 1). 

We used Monte Carlo simulations to investigate the validity of each estimator. We simulated E's and SE's estimates                  
under the null hypothesis with: k ∈ {5,10,25,50} studies; n=20 subjects; between-study variance of 0 (homogeneity) or 1                  
(heterogeneity); within-study variance equal to n x {0.25,0.5,1,2,4} (homoscedastic) or varying between 1 and α ∈ {2, 4,                  
8, 16} (heteroscedastic), 10^6 realisations. To simulate units mismatch, {20, 50}% of studies had (E, SE) pairs rescaled to                   
simulate mismatched contrast vectors (4x) or data scaling algorithms (2x). 

Results 

Fig. 2 presents method performance in terms of P-value distributions under different violations of model assumptions. 

When the number of subjects is small, FFX is invalid regardless of the number of studies included in the meta-analysis.                    
MFX is conservative for small number of studies and constant within-study variance. More surprisingly, MFX is invalid in                  
the presence of large variations in the within-study variances, regardless of the number of subjects included in each                  
study. RFX and Perm. E appear robust to heteroscedasticity for all settings studied. For small P-values, Perm. E is                   
conservative as expected due to the discrete nature of its distribution. All fixed-effects methods are invalid under                 
heterogeneity. 

When different scaling algorithm are used, Perm. E has a behaviour that is close to nominal. RFX is valid but                    
conservative. MFX is robust to the presence of unit mismatches when studies are homoscedastic. In the presence of                  
strong heteroscedasticity, MFX is invalid (as when the units are matched). In the presence of slight heteroscedasticity,                 
unit mismatches can cause invalidity of otherwise valid MFX. When the contrast are scaled differently, we observe a very                   
similar pattern. 

Conclusions [678 char] 

As expected, fixed-effects methods were invalid in the presence of heterogeneity. In line with fMRI literature [9],                 
homoscedastic methods were robust to heteroscedasticity. More surprisingly, MFX was invalid in the presence of strong                
heteroscedasticity due to its approximations in small samples.  

Given the still relatively small sample sizes that can be achieved in IBMA as of today, we recommend using RFX, Perm.                     
E, Z MFX or Perm. Z that do not rely on small sample approximations and are robust to both heterogeneity and                     
heteroscedasticity. Although they are suboptimal [10], until full metadata are routinely shared, we recommend Z-based               
methods that are insensitive to units. 
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Figures 

 

Table 1. Statistics for one-sample meta-analysis tests and their sampling distributions under the null hypothesis H0. Empirical null                  
distributions are determined using permutations with sign flipping. IGE=Independent Gaussian Errors, ISE=Independent Symmetric             
Errors. Note: Pi =Φ(−Zi), 𝜏^2 is pure between-study variance, σ^2_i is the ith study’s variance, and σ_Cˆ2 is the usual one-sample                     
variance. 
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Fig. 2. Deviation of observed from theoretical P-values (difference of observed and Monte Carlo (‘true’) -log10 p-value distributions) in                   
one-sample tests under violations of the underlying model assumptions: small sample sizes (A), heteroscedasticity (B), heterogeneity                
(C) unit mismatch (D). P-values are displayed using a negative log10 scale. Y-axis is the observed cumulative probability minus Monte                    
Carlo cumulative probability for a given (X-axis) -log10 p-value; positive deflections correspond to inflated false positive risk.  

 


